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Transcendence



After fending off the Hoppers who disappeared into another dimensional rift, Yusuke reveals he was told of Decade by a mysterious man. When Ai and her task force go to investigate Mount Hitoki, a black mist begins to rise from within, signaling the revival of N-Gamio-Zeda. Resurrected by the dimensional chaos, he uses his miasma to convert humans into Grongi. While Yusuke saves Ai and takes her to the hospital, Tsukasa fights the Grongi alone. A dying Ai requests Yusuke to overcome his angst and fight to protect everyone's smiles, and so Kuuga and Decade work together to destroy the remaining Grongi. N-Gamio-Zeda, in a last effort, absorbs all the Grongi to power himself up, but he is ultimately overpowered by both Decade and Kuuga, who destroy him with a combo attack.
Quest roles:
Hidenori Tokuyama(Sou Yaguruma), Taro Suwa(Heiji Uesugi), Masato Uchiyama(Shun Kageyama), Takahiro Ono(Worker), Fumihiko Tachiki(Gaia Memory Voice), Tomoe Hanba(News (voice)), Shinichiro Ohta(News (voice)), Katsumi Shiono(Kamen Rider Saga (voice), Scarab Undead (voice)), Hiroko Sato(Tohko Yashiro), Katsuo Yoshikawa(Taizan Himuro's Subordiante), Ryota Kano(Medic), Machiko Nakamura(Nurse), Michiko Noguchi(Fan)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 February 2009, 08:00
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